NAME: *Cenotheca primiveris*

FAMILY: *Oxalidaceae*

DISTRIBUTION:  
Genus:  
Species:  

STATUS:  
Date:  

CONS:  
Preliminary Active:  
Confirmed Active: DN - 7 D 112  

ACTIVE SAMPLE:  
Content:  
Source: *Pima Co. Ariz*

Date of Collection: 2/67  
Number: B 658962  

RECOLLECTION:  
PR No.:  
Content:  
Date:  
Source:  

1/71 Wiedenhof list 5# pl 658962, collected 1/71.  
2/72 Not on Cole list, but good winter rain  
and 5# will probably be collected in Feb or Mar.  
8/72 Not on Cole list  
Wiedenhof collected 5# in '72.